
 

 

Priori Legal Case Study for Financial Times Intelligent Business Awards 2019 
  
Scope of the Challenge 
 
Hearst Corporation (“Hearst”) is a Priori Legal (“Priori”) client and one of the world’s largest diversified 
media, information and services companies, with more than 360 businesses operating globally across a 
broad range of industries, including media, financial services, healthcare, software, transportation and 
more. Eve Burton is the company’s Chief Legal Officer and leader of the Office of General Counsel 
(“OGC”). Burton, and the OGC are responsible for providing legal support to all of Hearst’s businesses. 
 
Last year, Priori and Hearst were shortlisted for the Intelligent Business Award for our collaboration 
streamlining the process of “find[ing] boutique firms and temporary attorneys, reducing the time [OGC] 
lawyers spent on administrative tasks . . . .” Given our pilot’s excellent results in 2018, in 2019, our 
challenge was to solidify and deepen department-wide adoption of Priori, in order for Hearst’s OGC to 
fully reap the benefits of Priori’s offering. We knew that adopting Priori as a mechanism of hiring outside 
counsel for new projects would lead to meaningful savings for the department, but asking experienced in-
house counsel who were used to only outsourcing to “big law” to move their business to a “new law” 
solution was a roadblock to achieving the desired results.  
      
Solution 
 
Priori is an online marketplace transforming how in-house teams find, hire and manage outside counsel. 
Enterprise clients create customized RFPs using structured data that enables Priori’s matchmaking 
software to identify best-fit attorneys and bids from Priori’s global vetted network of boutique firms. For 
example, a client can request an attorney with experience negotiating a certain contract type with a 
particular vendor, and Priori can identify amongst the thousands of vetted attorneys the best-fit options for 
that work. Using a robust technology platform, Priori then streamlines the process of comparing attorney 
options, communicating project requirements and, ultimately, managing the relationship using Priori billing 
software.  
 
Since then, with the approval of Burton and OGC leaders, attorneys in the OGC assisted Priori in 
designing key product features, including Priori’s new structured-data RFP, to be maximally effective for 
the Hearst team. As a result of the successful partnership and corresponding product development, the 
OGC implemented a yearlong subscription retainer with Priori. Priori is usually used as a marketplace - 
available on-demand when needs arise, but given the administrative savings the OGC had already 
realized, committing to a subscription was natural for the OGC so that they could lock-in further savings 
with Priori and further ease the administrative burden of hiring outside counsel. (The retainer was recently 
renewed given the program’s success.)  
 
Impact       
     
In the past year, Hearst estimates that it realized 60% savings off what they were previously paying for 
similar legal services, maintained the same administrative time-efficiency from 2018 and increased 
attorney satisfaction with work performed. Sample use cases have included sourcing local real estate 
counsel nationwide, sourcing outside counsel with specific expertise in new technologies, managing a 
high-volume of mobile adtech contracts and BAAs through multiple Priori providers, and sourcing 
specialized ongoing outside counsel with deep industry experience in a number of industry verticals. As a 
result of Priori’s success in proving out the OGC’s ability to save time and money in an easy to use 
platform when engaging with outside legal counsel, Priori has become a default solution when OGC 
lawyers search for new counsel.  
 
 
 



 

 

Since expanding and deepening usage of Priori in 2019, Priori’s marketplace has transformed outside 
counsel hiring at the OGC. The Hearst OGC attorneys have been able to leverage Priori’s vetted attorney 
network and RFP process to quickly and easily source and engage outside counsel with the necessary 
experience for the wide variety of projects requiring specialist local or niche expertise that come through 
the OGC day-to-day.  
 
Testimonial from Eve Burton  
 
“In addition to the extraordinary savings Hearst’s OGC has realized with our department-wide 
implementation of Priori’s marketplace, co-founders Basha Rubin and Mirra Levitt have a clear and 
powerful vision for the future of legal services’ delivery. I am confident that their approach -- under their 
motivational and effective leadership -- will revolutionize how corporations of all sizes source and hire 
outside counsel. I’ve had the opportunity to work closely with them on a number of projects and couldn’t 
recommend their team more highly for the Financial Times Intelligent Business Award.” 
 
 


